HAZardous Waste* OPerations
and Emergency Response
By Jim Leenhouts
An Invitation To The Public
It comes as something of
a welcome surprise to me
that our remote, long shoreline community should be
fortunate enough to host a
HAZWOPER Training session
– one full day, in our case
Tuesday, April 16th.
It is problematic that this
article and the previous
announcement in last week’s
edition of the Ocean Reef
Press will bring a stampede
from among the Ocean Reef
public to the Sailfish Room,
but such an invitation to be so
conveniently educated and be
trained to provide aid should
be considered carefully, particularly if you can be convinced that your involvement
will be of immense value in a
crisis and that the education
will be of personal value when
you understand swift, hazardous waste clean-up actions
– particularly where local preparedness does count and our
community is at risk.

Drug Disposal
In my opinion, the BP oil
release is one extreme while
disposing out-of-date drugs in
your wastebasket is the opposite extreme in a continuum
of the hazardous waste story.
For example, the BP crude oil
release disaster was extreme
in its size involving a common substance whereas drug
release is the reverse. As we
consider the benefits of mass
collection of unused drugs for
disposal, we agree it certainly
makes good sense but, consider, the drugs may have to
trucked to a treatment location and, probably, be incinerated at high temperature. What
happens when the truck overturns in a rainstorm? What
happens when a worker at the
incinerator opens the wrong
discharge valve or the incinerator malfunctions?

Do we wish to perish from
the guillotine or from a thousand cuts?

Making a Difference
Obviously, I don’t relish
either and this is where,
I believe, HAZWOPER
makes a tremendous difference –
it delivers
Training,
Preplanning,
Emergency Response and
Swift Cleanup. Each word
is an action critical in itself
and also critical in context.
Possibly the only additional contextual requirement is the firm belief in
Inevitability - If an accident can happen, it will - a
philosophy I learned in the
chemical business – making many, well managed
chemical plants safer than
insurance offices.
Will there be another “BP
oil release” that will affect
the beautiful Keys? - yes, but
it could be drugs, or diesel
fuel or - ?
Step one is training on
April 16th that will involve
employees of the Ocean Reef
Club, emergency response
professionals from Public
Safety, the Key Largo community and selfless members of the Ocean Reef
Flotilla of the United States
Coast Guard Auxiliary.
The panic, confusion and
resulting delay following
the BP release was tragedy
within a tragedy - but serves
as a stark warning for the
need for training. If you have
an inclination to ameliorate
the next insult to the Keys
and have a boat or wish an
education, reserve a place
by calling Sherri Harris at
305-509-2359.
*Hazardous wastes are
waste materials that are
known or tested to exhibit
one or more of the following
four hazardous traits: ignitability, reactivity, corrosivity
or toxicity

2013 All Charities Fundraising Proceeds
Distributed to Partners
Community
generosity reached a new high this
year with the combined
proceeds from the 2013 All
Charities Auction Weekend
and Ocean Reef Club
Charity Dues Check Off
totaling more than $2.8 million, more than half a mil-

lion dollars over last year.
According to All Charities
Chairman Tom Davidson,
“These funds are divided
between the partners based
on agreed upon formulas. The
formula splits the proceeds to
the on the Reef not for profits based on a combination of

need and the amount of selffunding each institution was
achieving when All Charities
Partnership was formed,
resulting in consolidation of
29 fundraising events down to
just six.”
Accordingly, the 2013 distributions are as follows:

ALL CHARITIES PARTNERS CHARITY CHECK OFF

AUCTION WEEKEND

2013 TOTAL

Ocean Reef Art League
Ocean Reef Community Foundation
Ocean Reef Conservation Association
Ocean Reef Cultural Center
OR Medical Center Foundation
ORCAT
The Academy at Ocean Reef
Totals

$ 175,851
$ 619,358
$ 169,216
$ 555,208
$ 643,685
$48,664
$331,797
$ 2,543,779

$ 219,349
$ 646,544
$ 196,402
$ 604,144
$730,682
$ 48,664
$ 369,858
$2,815,644

$43,498
$27,187
$ 27,187
$48,936
$86,997
$ $ 38,061
$ 271,865

All Charities leaders pictured from left to right: Alan Goldstein (All Charities Partners Co-Chair and Ocean Reef Cultural Center
Chairman), Mike Berman (2013 All Charities Auction Weekend Co-Chair), Jack Curlett (Ocean Reef Conservation Association
President), Keith Young (Medical Center at Ocean Reef CEO), Bill Nutt (Ocean Reef Club and Ocean Reef Community Foundation
Chairman), Teresa Holmes (2013 All Charities Weekend Co-Chair), Gail Noyes (Ocean Reef Art League President), Russ Post
(Academy at Ocean Reef President), Tom Davidson (All Charities Partners Co-Chair), Bob Gintel (ORCAT Vice President) and John
Storm (ORCAT Board Director).
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The Ocean Reef Community
Foundation allocates virtually 100 percent of its share
of Auction proceeds to carefully vetted worthy causes in
surrounding communities
in both Dade and Monroe
County each year. The complete list of Community
Grants will be published in
next week’s issue.
In addition to the Ocean
Reef Community Foundation
grants, the Ocean Reef
Conservation Association also
distributes approximately
90 percent of its proceeds to
conservation related causes
beyond the gate, including
college scholarships currently
funding 19 students from the
Keys studying marine related

COMPLETE MARINE ELECTRONICS SOLUTIONS
We provide “at your dockside service”
Serving Ocean Reef for over 15 years
Visit our showroom or call us for a custom tailored
electronics package
We are a factory authorized service facility
for every major marine electronics manufacturer
405 NW. South River Drive, Miami, Florida 33128
Phone: (305) 326-9555
Toll Free: (800) 826-5716 • Fax: (305) 326-9511
Email:info@LangerKrell.com
www.langerkrell.com
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